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Lester Maverick
Subject: The major reason why Oscar died
First: Here is a description how I met Oscar Magocsi
I met Oscar Magocsi in Toronto in the fall of 1979. I met Oscar at
the Rosicrucian Temple on Sundays during their morning meditation
sessions. Oscar did not tell me at that time, that he was a ufo
contactee, when I met him there at the Rosicrucian temple. It was
later, when I asked the editor of INNER LIFE (Toronto's
metaphysical magazine at that time) if he (the editor, Ero Talvilla)
knew any ufo contactees living locally here in Toronto and Ero said
yes....
Since Oscar's telephone number was not private, so Ero Talvilla was
able to give me Oscar's telephone number and so I telephoned Oscar
and made an appointment to meet and interview Oscar. I had then
and still have a great interest in ufos. Since it transpired that Oscar
and I shared very similar metaphysical interests besides ufos, so we
actually became friends and we remained friends until Oscar died on
Sunday Sept 8, 2002.
The following is the major reason why Oscar died in Sept 2002:
You see Oscar was aboard a medium size flying saucer in February 2002, belonging to the Psychean
Space Brothers, who in turn are from the Psychean Federation, which in turn belongs to the
Interdimensional Federation of Free Worlds. This flying saucer with Oscar aboard was hovering
over Afghanistan, because Oscar and all the other people aboard this flying saucer were sent by the
Space Command of the Interdimensional Federation on a humanitarian mission to drop from that
flying saucer emergency supplies lashed to pallets from a low altitude, because a natural disaster
took place in Afghanistan in that specific area in February 2002. Well, what happened then is that
all of a sudden, when they were dropping those emergency supplies from that hovering flying
saucer; all of a sudden this flying saucer was attacked by an enemy flying saucer belonging to the
negative extraterrestrial forces on Earth; namely belonging to the "Imperial Alliance of Righteous
Worlds" who are the evil guys!
The enemy flying saucer shot some kind of a beam that had a very strong debilitating effect on any
humans inside that federation flying saucer: This particular beam literally drained the physical
vitality out of any human on board of that Federation flying saucer. Most of the people aboard that
Federation flying saucer were young people and subsequently they all recovered, except Oscar, who
was the oldest earthling human on board of that flying saucer. Oscar started getting physically
weaker and weaker, until near the end he couldn't even talk and didn't even have the strength to
open the bathroom door at, let's say, a McDonalds restaurant, or at home....
A contributing medical condition to Oscar's progressive physical debilitation was a second medical
problem that Oscar had, which doctors call MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE...
And so Oscar died from the combination of these two medical conditions, but mostly from extreme
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Oscar had very active contacts with benevolent ETs until that attack in February 2002 after which
he started failing physically very rapidly ultimately resulting in death.....

